annagail

“Americana Pop Rock swagger with enough folksy sensibility to not take ourselves too seriously”
They’ve always deﬁed and stretched genres, but their last EP, produced by Nashville hit-maker Keith
Follese’ (Emerson Drive, Lady Antebellum, Faith Hill, Katy Perry) is a glimpse into the inﬂuences of their
songs. It perfectly captures the dynamics they’re known for. Electronic ﬂourishes meet undeniable organic
hooks. 7 albums deep and featured on compilations and even a feature ﬁlm (Decision’ starring CCM star
Natalie Grant and country singer, Billy Dean) they’ve become an established act opening for Plumb, Pillar,
Bleach, Superhero, Jason Ingram, Satellite Soul, The Appleseed Cast and many others. They’re equal parts
singer/songwriter and rock band holding their own with heavy hitters or in an intimate setting. Somehow,
they make sense in all extremes. A blend of courage and frailty are embraced and they’re proud of both.
As Jared has said of their ﬂuid style, “Its not uncommon for me to listen to The Cure and Steve Earl back to
back…before breakfast even.”
With the ability to adapt to any venue, they show themselves consummate professionals – more worried
about the audience than their egos. They know they are there for the music, and good music does not
require explanations.
An intense season of life a few years ago, led them, career artists mind you, to lay music down and pack
the gear away. “Sometimes you have more questions than answers and it takes a lot of space to work
through them and see what your made of on the other side.” Jennifer Adams says. Music came back
indeed. Much of the story revealed in the quintessential ‘If All I Had.’ It’s lyrics frame the journey of
brokenness and renewal. One only understood after coming face to face with surrendering the very
passion of your heart. “I would never recommend it,” Jennifer states. “It leads to a fairly immediate
identity crisis.” “Yes, it’s been a wild season but we’re surviving somehow,” agrees Jared. “…a mix of holy
ghost and whiskey.”
Annagail desires to create engaging moments through the simple interaction of voices and ears. Music,
can’t be touched, but can touch. Whether acoustic or full band, this group is worth the trip. You’re
guaranteed an experience that’s authentic. “Our rehearsals are as fun as our shows.” Jared states. We
start around a table, often sharing a meal and we connect as longtime friends who happen to make music
together. The gig doesn’t validate us. Sharing what we’re compelled to do and what makes us feel alive is
the motivation. That fact that folks come along and step into that with us is a glorious perk.”
“We love playing live, but there is so much more below the surface,” says bassist, Dan Foreman. “It builds a
foundation for a whole crowd of people to be, at least for a few moments, uniﬁed and connected…and
that’s a good start.” Drummer, TJ Willink, shares the sentiment. “We put our heart and soul into every
song.”
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